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The modified spontaneous emission dynamics of two photon-coupled quantum dots in a planarphotonic crystal are theoretically investigated. Based on a photon Green function technique for quantizing
the electromagnetic fields in arbitrary surroundings, pronounced vacuum Rabi oscillations and dipoledipole interactions are self-consistently incorporated and are shown to result in a high degree of quantumbit entanglement. Quantum dots with different optical dipole moments are also found to yield a very rich
display of quantum dynamics and offer several advantages over coupling identical atoms.
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Photonic crystals (PCs) have long promised a material
environment that can change the spontaneous emission
(SE) dynamics of excited atoms [1,2]. Recently, modified
SE has been experimentally observed for quantum dots
(QDs) imbedded in PCs, demonstrated for both broadband
weak coupling and narrow band strong coupling regimes,
in inverse opal structures [3] and semiconductor PC nanocavities [4], respectively. This latter phenomena introduces
a new and hitherto unexplored regime in solid-state optics,
namely, single QD strong coupling [5], and was partly
motivated through tremendous progress with planarphotonic-crystal (PPC) nanocavities [6]. Here we suggest
a possible way to realize exciton entanglement by dipole
coupling the emission dynamics from two single photon
emitters within a controlled photon environment that can
be achieved through dipole-dipole-coupled QDs in PPC
nanocavities. While a conceptually similar system has
been used to generate entangled states in atoms within a
superconducting cavity [7], the semiconductor problem
requires much greater care in its description and the ensuing quantum dynamics is found to be much richer, especially for different QDs. In addition, the semiconductor
system (QDs plus PPC nanocavity) offers many advantages
over the atomic system, including the small size, integrability with waveguides, QDs that are fixed in position, large
optical dipole moments, and transition energies (somewhat
tunable) that are compatible with telecom applications.
Envisioned applications range from scalable solid-state
secure communication systems to novel photon switches.
The subject of two-path photon interference from a
quantum optics perspective remains an intriguing fundamental optical regime that covers many branches of optical
science, ranging from Young’s famous double-slit experiment [8] to cavity coupling between two atoms [7].
Additionally, as semiconductor nanomaterials continue to
achieve significant spatial confinement of both photons and
electron-hole pairs, it is now possible to achieve enhanced
emission and strong coupling effects of single QDs placed
in PPC nanocavities [9]. Moreover, such coupling schemes
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may offer an efficient way to produce single photons and
entangled photons, on demand, by exploiting the large Q
(quality factor) and small mode volumes.
While exciting experimental observations are now coming to the fore, understanding the underlying physics that
determine the optical coupling of semiconductor QDs
within complex PCs remains a formidable challenge —a
challenge that is too often attempted using brute force
numerical techniques that offer little physical insight. To
address these issues, and to tackle our desired coupled QD
system, in this Letter we describe and apply a photon
Green function tensor (GFT) technique to study the influence of cavity and dipole coupling on the photon emission
dynamics from two single QDs in a high quality PPC
nanocavity; we also compute the quantum emission
(first-order quantum correlation function) and the entanglement of formation between the two excitonic qubits.
The work is fully quantum in nature, and no classical field
is assumed. Further, we account for different QD parameters, such as dipole moments and transition energies, and
find original entanglement situations that have no counterpart with identical atoms.
The photon Green function is a key material property
that can be exploited in quantum optics since it relates
directly to how photons propagate. In fact, the excitement
that PCs bring to the scientific playground is driven by their
ability to modify the GFT properties in a profound way.
For example, periodic patterning of the composite dielectric material can result in photonic band gaps (PBGs),
where light propagation is not allowed at all; these characteristics can also strongly modify the SE of excited QDs
that are placed within the PC. The underlying physics of
such phenomena can be elegantly described by analyzing
the appropriate GFTs; e.g., the GFT can be used to obtain
an integral solution to both the macroscopic and microscopic Maxwell equations [10,11] and can also be used on
its own for obtaining the SE rate. In the weak-coupling
regime, the enhanced SE factor is correctly termed the
Purcell factor [12].
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While the current analysis of optical properties in PCs is
frequently carried out using large scale numerical techniques, the idea of connecting the underlying optical processes to the GFT is certainly not new. Indeed, as pointed
out by Lodahl et al. [3], controlling the dynamics of SE
from weakly coupled QDs in PCs can be intuitively understood by making a connection to the photon local density
of states (LDOS), which is simply related to the GFT
$
through LDOS r / Trace f=Gr; r; !g. From a quantum optics perspective, one is interested in exploiting a
large LDOS that can be realized over a relatively small
frequency range; this can be used, e.g., to create an efficient single photon emitter. Interestingly, this desired feature is entirely natural to PPCs since they can exhibit a
large PBG (and thus negligibly small LDOS or vacuum
fluctuations), and the sudden increase in the LDOS is realized by creating defects. Since a PPC is typically made up
of a regular lattice of air holes, defects are simply created
by the controlled omission of air holes in a high-index
semiconductor. One such structure is shown in Fig. 1 that
depicts a defect nanocavity containing two QDs. This is the
structure of interest for our study, and is similar to experimental samples in which single QD strong coupling was
recently observed [4]. The one QD strong coupling quantum dynamics is described elsewhere [13].
^
The quantized electric field can be expressed as Er
R 0 $b
0
0
^
^
dr G r;r ;! Pr =0 , where P is the polarization op$

erator and Gb is the ideal GFT of the background nanocavity obtained from r  r  !=c2 c r 
$
$
$
Gb r; r0 ; ! !=c2 1 r  r0 , with 1 the unit tensor
and c the permittivity of the nanocavity structure. The
defined GFT is for the complete solution of the full
Maxwell equations, and we keep the factor !=c2 on the
right-hand side since the GFT can then also be obtained
numerically for any shaped nanostructure (see, e.g.,
Hughes et al. [14]). The relevant GFT can then be written
$
$
$
as Gb r; r0 ; ! Gt r; r0 ; !  r  r0 1 =jc rj, where
the former contribution only contains quasitransverse
modes of the cavity and the latter (purely real) contribution
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FIG. 1. Simple schematic of a semiconductor PPC nanocavity.
The holes represent etched air holes, and a deliberate missing
hole forms a defect nanocavity; two quantum dots (QDs) are
embedded near a field antinode that contains one electron-hole
pair in the spectral region of interest. In reality, of course, the
PPC contains many more holes.

also contains the quasilongitudinal modes and will play no
role in what follows. We also define the fundamental cavity
mode
normalized
from the E field of the cavity as ec

p
c = Vm , with jc j2 jEcR
j2 = maxc jEc j2 , where the ef2
fective mode volume Vm
all space drc rjc rj . The
important cavity contribution can then be obtained from
$
Gt r;r0 ;! !2c ec r  ec r0 =!2c  !2  i!c , where
!c is the cavity resonance frequency and c !c =Q is
the cavity linewidth rate. Although the above GFT contains
only one resonance, it is actually quite typical of a semiconductor PC defect mode that exists deep in the PBG, and
a small finite coupling to radiation modes is contained
within the cavity linewidth rate; we have also verified
this numerically using a direct solution of the Maxwell
equations. The boundary conditions on the GFT is such
that is includes the entire nanocavity and its surrounding.
We consider the decay dynamics from two coupled QDs
that have the states a and b as their respective upper excited
level. We also assume QDs that have a well defined fundamental exciton transition, with a diameter much smaller
than the wavelength of light. The initial field is assumed in
vacuum so all the ensuing dynamics will be driven by the
initially excited QD(s). Working within a framework for
quantizing the macroscopic electromagnetic fields in arbitrary dispersing and absorbing surroundings, and exploiting a general interaction (multipolar) Hamiltonian that
employs the dipole and rotating wave approximation, one
can derive the upper-level decays as [15]
Zt

C_ a t

0

dt0 Ara ra t; t0 Ca t0   Ara rb t; t0 Cb t0 
(1)

Zt

C_ b t

0

dt0 Arb rb t; t0 Cb t0   Arb ra t; t0 Ca t0 ;
(2)

Ar r t; t0 

where
0

$

1=h
 0

R1
0

d!ei!! t 

ei!! t d =Gb r ; r ; ! d , (,  a, or b)
with !i and d the resonance frequency and dipole moment of the QD. Additionally, the first-order quantum corR
relation function hE r; t E r; ti / j a;b  t0 dt0 
R1
$b
0
i!! tt0  2
j , where
0 d!C t =G r; r ; ! d e
the additional GFT is required to describe photon propagation from the QD to the point detector at position r.
Next we wish to make a connection to the degree of
entanglement that can achieved. Entanglement is a well
established quantum property that has no counterpart in
classical optics, and occurs when the total wave function of
the mixed system cannot be written in any basis, as a direct
product of independent substates. Since we find that the 1
QD strong coupling scenario can be equally described
classically or quantum mechanically [9] (indeed this is
well known), we need at least two QDs here to make a
connection to exploring any entanglement effects due to
qubit-qubit correlations. Here the entanglement (E) is cal-
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culated from the concurrence Ct [16] through Et
p
xlog2 x  1  xlog2 1  x x 0:5  0:5 1  Ct.
For this we need the reduced density matrix of our 2-qubit
system ab t j tih tj, where the elements of the
wave function j i are obtained from Eqs. (1) and (2).
Lastly, we introduce a quantum mechanical basis for the
QDs a and b, and the photon field (cavity) as jAi  jBi 
jki jABki, where each state can take a value of 0 or 1.
Tracing out the cavity field, we employ the following
initial condition for the two QD system: j t 0i
cosj10i  ei sinj01i, that can be prepared through
appropriate (and careful) optical excitation of the solidstate QD system.
Let us summarize the basic theoretical approach and
highlight its range of validity. Assuming that one knows
the GFT response of the surrounding environment, the
propagation of photons from the dipolelike QDs and the
1-exciton QD quantum dynamics can be accounted for
semiquantitatively by the above equations. Moreover, for
a typical PPC nanocavity that contains a resonance deep
inside the PBG, the GFT used above is also an excellent
approximation. Consequently, one can proceed to investigate the complex coupling dynamics of many single QDs
within such a system and expect to gain an accurate and
intuitive understanding of the underlying physics. Outside
some of the basic approximations that we make, we are not
aware of any other methods for solving this highly complex
semiconductor problem, while keeping things general
enough to include the essential effects such as dispersion
(and absorption) in the medium, different QD parameters,
and different positions within the cavity.
For the calculations we adopt nominal parameters
representative of realistic semiconductor PPC nanocavities, with Q 15000 (corresponding c  0:06 meV),
!c =2 230 THz, and cavity mode volume Vm
0:05 m3 . We note that although experimental cavity Qs
in PPC nanocavities now surpasses 45 000 [6], we choose
to use conservative Q values to account for the fact that the
QDs may not be on the peak antinode of the field. For the
QD we employ similar parameters from single QD optical
experiments with nominal dipole moment d d0 60 D
[17] and ! close to the cavity resonance. Below, we
investigate several Gedanken experiments that are fully
motivated by related measurements that are currently being
actively investigated within the scientific community.
First we consider the SE and entanglement dynamics
associated with dot a initially excited, and with dot b in the
ground state, at time t 0. Thus the initial wave function
j t 0i j10i. For now, we assume that both QDs are
on resonance with the cavity and that the QDs have equivalent positions within the PPC cavity [Ara ra Arb rb
Ara rb Arb ra in Eqs. (1) and (2)]. Such a situation is
commonly investigated for atomic systems and can be
realized here when the QDs are in close proximity and
lying at either side of the cavity [7]. In Fig. 2(a) we show
the ensuing emission dynamics of QD a (solid curve), b
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FIG. 2. (a) Upper decay of the quantum dots a (solid curve)
and b (dashed curve), and the entanglement (chain curve); the
dotted curve shows E with slightly different QD positions in the
cavity (see text). (b) As in (a) but with da 1:6db . (c) As in (b)
but with QD b initially excited; the dotted curve shows E with
0.1 meV detuning between the QDs. (d) Corresponding firstorder quantum correlation function for nominal cases in
Fig. 2(a)–2(c) shown, respectively, by the solid, dashed, and
chain curve.

(dashed curve), and the entanglement E (chain curve).
These results show that, for these initial conditions, E
0:35 ebits (corresponding to a concurrence of 0.5) is the
maximum amount possible, which is identical to the perfect atomic case. For comparison, we also calculate E
when the QDs are at different equivalent locations in the
cavity (jEc rb j2 j0:9Ec ra j2 ), yielding more complex
behavior (dotted curve) though the general picture remains
unchanged.
We now look at QDs with different dipole moments,
namely da 1:6d0 and da db d20 (equivalent dipoledipole-coupling strength). In Fig. 2(b) are shown the results with an identical initial condition to above that, that
although displays a larger E near 10 ps (0:6), yields a
much smaller value than 0.35 for longer times. In contrast,
as shown in Fig. 2(c), we find that when QD b is initially
excited (j t 0i j01i), rather than QD a, then E
becomes considerably more than 0.35 at both early and
long times. This is obviously advantageous over an identical pair of atoms for creating entangled pairs from a one
QD excited initial condition, since the dipole asymmetry
allows one to probe quite different E dynamics than the
equal dipole case; the level populations now oscillate
around different values, and such a situation offers significantly greater flexibility than an identical atom system. In
addition, we also calculate E when QD b is detuned by
0.1 meV from the cavity (dotted curve), and numerically
confirm that such large E values are also possible when d0
is decreased by a factor of 3– 4 (the first large peak then
appears at a greater time of around 30 ps). The corresponding emission hE r; t E r; ti is also calculated and
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FIG. 3. (a) Upper decay of the entangled quantum dots a (solid
curve) and b (dashed curve), and the entanglement E (chain
curve); the QDs are detuned by 0.1 meV. (b) As in (a) but with
da 1:6db and no detuning between the dots. (c) Equal dipole
moment QDs in a reduced Q cavity (factor of 10 smaller than the
above). (d) As in (c) but with da 1:3db ; the dotted curve shows
E with 0.1 meV detuning between the QDs.

displayed in Fig. 2(d) for the three nominal cases in
Fig. 2(a)–2(c), showing SE dynamics that are substantially
different. However, common to all, pronounced strong
coupling and photon exchange effects are clearly observed,
as is the onset of nontrivial quantum dynamics due to
different optical dipole moments.
Next we investigate an initially maximally entangled
2-qubit state, with j t 0i 21=2 j10i  j01i. The
in-phase (‘‘’’) solution results in qubit entanglement
that falls off slightly faster than in the previous cases, while
the out-phase (‘‘’’) solution can result in perfect entanglement and no photons will be detected. Thus, for proper
excitation of the two QD system, no decay takes place from
the QD excitons, and zero is obtained for the quantum
correlation function. This rather profound result can be
traced back to the fact that we prepare an ideal superposition eigenstate of the mixed system, namely jU i
21=2 jai  jbi, whose decay depends only on the sum
or difference of the self-QD and cross-QD coupled GFT
elements. To consider the robustness of this remarkable
situation we calculate the quantum dynamics with different
dipole moments and transition energies between the two
QDs. In Fig. 3(a) is shown the dot dynamics and E when
QD b is detuned by 0.1 meV, displaying only a minor effect
on the longer time dynamics. Thus the scheme is fairly
robust with respect to small detunings between the QDs (E
is still greater than 0.9 after 60 ps). In Fig. 2(b) we also set
da 1:6d0 again, yielding E dynamics that oscillate significantly —clearly picking up the strong coupling regime
for both QDs; the longer time behavior is now similar to
that obtained in Fig. 2(a).
It is also known for perfect atomic systems that E > 0:35
can never be achieved when one QD is initially excited and
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the other is in the ground state [18]. To come close to this
situation, we reduce the Q of the cavity by a factor of 10
(Q 1500), and initially set the QD dipole moments
equal. In Fig. 3(c) we recover the situation that the E
indeed approaches 0.35 ebits. However, when we change
the dipole moments to da 1:3d0 [19] [see Fig. 3(d)], then
the dipole asymmetry in the system again allows much
higher E to be achieved, resulting in values greater than
0.35 (chain curve); lastly, we also present calculations with
0.1 meV detuning between the QDs (dotted curve) that
yield a slight decay of these values.
To conclude, we have introduced a scheme that allows
one to study quantum correlations between two single
QDs dots within in a PPC nanocavity. A powerful selfconsistent GFT approach is described that captures the
dominant quantum optical phenomena, yet the theory is
remarkably intuitive and covers all coupling regimes in a
straightforward manner. We subsequently predict SE dynamics that are much richer than for simple atomic systems
and lead to sizable amounts of qubit entanglement for
many cases—a highly desired property for quantum information science.
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